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Teen idol Shane West and multi-platinum recording star Mandy Moore play two high school students - she's the reserved daughter of a
preacher and he's unmotivated... but at some point, he has to get over yourself. For Shane West, a 22-year-old actor, this latest role in

Teenager is the first time he's been on screen. "I think I have some experience and Mandy Moore has, but she was a little on her side," West
says of her role."She was in this movie and I was in this movie, so if you're trying to get close to who you're playing, I think you'll probably

get in this movie."
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Hi Guys, Please help me, i know the answer is just to click on uninstall in the synaptic package
manager but it closes my Â½ year old laptop. I tried uninstalling it through synaptic package

manager it closes my laptop and synaptic package manager closes A: Try to do the following sudo
dpkg -P gdal-bin That should deinstall it. If you want to run that command, you have to open terminal
window. If you want to turn it off permanently, do the following sudo apt-get remove gdal-bin Q: Two
equally sized images, one centered, the other at top of the page I am trying to put two images (both
have the same size, and each should be equally sized, although one is to be centered and the other
one is to be aligned at the top of the page). What is the most elegant way of doing this? I've tried
some ideas like \includegraphics, which works well for a single image, but not for the two of them.
Ideally I would like to put it in a 'figure'-like environment, as that would be easier to include two

images at the same place later on. EDIT In fact, there are two images at the top, but they shall not
overlap, otherwise the top images would get cropped and the bottom one would not be visible. The
figure looks like this: \begin{figure} \centering \includegraphics[width=0.25\textwidth]{picture1}

\includegraphics[width=0.25\textwidth]{picture2} \end{figure} A: The key here is to use
\setlength{\useplacement} to ensure the containing box is not shrunk as you move the images

around. \documentclass{article} \usepackage{graphicx} \begin{document}
\setlength{\useplacement}[b]{\textwidth} \begin{figure} \centering

\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{example-image-a} \includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{example-
image-b} \end{figure} \ c6a93da74d
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